To obtain a Crown of Insight, you have to complete specific events. These events are often limited-time, so you cannot acquire them once the event is over. Currently, the only way to get a Crown of Insight is to enter the Dragonspine region and upgrade the Frostbearing Tree to Level 11. However, this will only get you one Crown of Insight. Here’s how to level up the Frostbearing Tree. Three Crown of Insights is needed to upgrade a single character fully. Once a talent has reached Level 9, you need a Crown of Insight to reach the max level, Level 10. This is the only material in the game that The Crown of Sagehood is unique in that every single Talent in the game requires one Crown of Sagehood to reach Ascension Level 10. The item is made all the more valuable by the fact that it’s unobtainable through normal gameplay - the coveted Crown of Sagehood is only available from special Genshin Impact events. Originally, the Crown of Sagehood was actually translated into English as the “Crown of Insight.” Yet, when the rare item was finally introduced to the game, miHoYo backpedaled and renamed the item “Crown of Sagehood.” Fans quickly took to social media to point out how the item had been unnecessarily “renamed” Crown of Sagehood, after being leaked/unofficially revealed (in English) as the Crown of Insight. Terms Of Service. Contact Us. Book â€“ Crown Of Insight. Book. Preview. Book. Crown Of Insight by Jamie Magee. Cursed with the chains of a supernatural empath insight, Willow Haywood has learned to survive life, mostly on the defense. Her world shatters when a demon stars in a nightmare, then leaves behind a mark â€“ a chain â€“ as she wakes. The omen forces her family to reveal the fantasy hushed behind the reality of her life. Publisher Description. Willow learns beautifully dark secrets written in the lore about her coming fate. The love of her soul, a mate for existence â€“ a weapon for the Godly games stirring on the horizon. A war the zodiac predicted. Willow Haywood is the Scorpio. Preview. Crown Of Insight by Jamie Magee. Crown of insight godly g... p.1. Crown of Insight_Godly Games, p.1.Â This book is a work of fiction. The names, characters, places, and incidents are products of the writer’s imagination or have been used fictitiously and are not to be construed as real. Any resemblance to persons, living or dead, actual events, locales or organizations is entirely coincidental. All rights reserved. With the exception of quotes used in reviews, this book may not be reproduced or used in whole or in part by any means existing without written permission from the author. Also, thank you for not sharing your copy of this book. This purchase allows you one legal copy for your own pe